
Welcome to

World’s first 24-hour daylight town



Nuclear power gives you and me unlimited energy 
and the freedom to create our daylight anytime, anywhere. 

Be proud of this gift rather than afraid.
Council of Lungeness
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‘FIRST SIGHT OF LIGHT’



‘It’s my first impression 
of Lungeness. Full of 
weird light.’

‘Feels so dizzy.’

‘I like this old fashioned 
bungalow.’

‘Look! Lungeness is 
framed on the wall.’

‘Can’t wait bathing 
under the sunshine!’

‘Not now, too late for 
today. Let’s have some 
rest.’

‘I wanna stay here for 
the whole month. The 
temperature of water is 
just right.’

‘Wow look! They grow 
their mutated plants 
everywhere!’ 

‘It’s not mutation. 
Plants grow huge 
because god of light is 
blessing us.’

‘I will never drink 
this.’

‘What you saw is 
just beginning. 
Please enjoy the 
REAL LUNGENESS 
behind this wall!’







‘Worshipping’



‘Follow me. This is just 
beginning, something 
more stunning behind 
this wall. ’

‘As you can see the 
huge building is our 
lightism church.’

‘Before you enter the 
church please wash 
your body. Enjoy your 
free spa here!’

‘Not like every other spa, 
this water feels like 
jelly!’

‘They said it’s purified 
cooling water but I’m 
still worried about 
safety.’

‘To prove the water is 
safe we grow plants in 
water. Look how fast 
they grow!’

‘The light here is 100 
times stronger than 
outside!’

‘You can really see the 
sun everywhere. Even 
on the floor.’





‘Grave’



‘Next site is the GRAVE.
This is where we bury 
used fuel rod.’

‘We use cooling water to grow all 
plants. Root part deep in soil so they 
can purified some radioation.’

‘As you can see 
we’re going 
down 
underground. 
Don’t be afraid 
of dark you just 
need some time 
to adjust.’

‘Shadow is so 
beautiful 
especially after 
you already see 
so much light.’

‘This huge pumpkin is 
exclusive in Lungeness. 
If you wanna try how it 
tastes you can go to the 
restaurant after this 
trip. ’

‘Here are our fuel rods. 
We call them CANDLE. 
They are already 
purified and totally 
radioactive FREE so 
don’t be afraid. Pick one 
and enjoy the charming 
blue light! ’

‘Look they are so shiny! To be 
honest I started feeling scaring.’



‘coffin’ behind the wall

Every ‘coffin’ contains 
several fuel rods

Glass Concrete Brick



‘Lighthouse’

Dungeness old lighthouse





‘Let your candle light up 
the darkness! ’

‘It’s a long way to 
lighthouse. But you can 
see the underground 
world here. ’

‘Here we come to the 
lighthouse! ’

‘You can see fish 
swimming arounds you! 
In the cooling water!’

‘The lighthouse is a 
giant kaleidoscope 
connect real world and 
the surreal dream.’

‘You can use your 
CANDLE light up the 
lighthouse.’

‘I can recognise the 
power station anymore. 
It becomes so beautiful 
rather than just a grey 
box!’



From the ‘grave’ To the ‘lighthouse’

River of cooling water



Facing power station Look through here
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‘Beyond nature’



‘Big MASHROOM grows 
on the horizon!’

‘When you look upside 
you can see strong 
contrast between heavy 
metal structure and the 
blue sky. ’

‘Fish in the sea looks so 
huge and mutated.’

‘Is it safe pour cooling 
water into the sea? I’m 
not sure even if it’s 
been purified.’

‘Finally here we are at 
the meditation square!’





Science is religion of modernity


